Humanitarian intervention - Wikipedia
Humanitarian intervention has been defined as a state's use of military force against another state, with the stated goal of ending human rights violations in that state. This definition may be too narrow as it precludes non-military forms of intervention such as humanitarian aid and international sanctions. On this broader understanding, "Humanitarian intervention should be ...

22 Types of Humanitarian Jobs That Have a Real Impact
Humanitarian responses require many different types of jobs. Humanitarian NGO’s need technical staff to manage their programmes, such as in water and sanitation, education or shelter construction. Aid agencies also need staff in support type roles such as logistics, finance and HR that assist with the effective running of aid programmes. The humanitarian aid sector [...]
Legal Support Programs - Fitzroy Legal Service
Our legal support programs are varied and conducted in partnership with a range of different community organisations. Access to our legal support services is via one of our outreach partners or through booking an initial appointment by calling (03) 9419 3744. Unfortunately, we are not always able to assist everyone, assistance provided is subject to capacity of our lawyers and ...

How did Turkey's Kavala case become a subject of intervention?

Oct 21, 2021 · On the international scale, humanitarian crises, migration and pandemics can always be seen at the forefront of Turkey's headlines. But despite of all this, it seems that Turkey's interlocutors do not attach the same importance to the principles of communication, dialogue, win-win strategies and multilateralism, which it prioritizes in diplomacy.